
838 RA S Bitholding screwdriver with ratchet functionality, 1/4", 1/4" x 102 mm

Bitholding Screwdrivers and Adaptors

   

EAN: 4013288229731 Size: 120x60x25 mm

Part number: 05051492001 Weight: 70 g

Article number: 838 RA S Country of origin: CZ

Customs tariff
number:

82041200

Extremely small bitholding screwdriver for bits with 1/4" external hexagon drive

Ratchet mechanism integrated in the handle

The integrated ratchet with fine toothing ensures fast and safe working

High working speed: The ratchet mechanism allows to "spin" when screwdriving

Ergonomic intuitive switching to clockwise/counterclockwise or position 0

Strong permanent magnet in the bit mounting holds the bits firmly

Universal holder for the take-up of bits with 1/4" hexagon head drive

Multi-component Kraftform handle for fast and ergonomic screwdriving

 

Extremely small bitholding screwdriver with intuitive ratchet functionality. The ratchet mechanism with fine toothing integrated in the

handle (36 teeth/return angle 10°) eases and accelerates screwdriving without having to reposition the tool. Turning the tool speeds up

work. The ratchet mechanism completely embedded in the handle ensures very handy and effortless work. Ergonomic switching to

clockwise/counterclockwise or position 0. Kraftform Plus handle for ergonomic screwdriving, avoiding blisters and calluses. Magnetic

bitholding screwdriver for bits with 1/4" external hexagon drive.
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838 RA S Bitholding screwdriver with ratchet functionality, 1/4", 1/4" x 102 mm

Bitholding Screwdrivers and Adaptors

Ratchet functionality Rapid screwdriving Changing ratchet direction

Ratchet mechanism integrated in

the handle

The integrated ratchet with fine

toothing (36 teeth) and a return

angle of 10° eases and

accelerates screwdriving without

having to reposition the tool.

The ratchet mechanism also

allows fast "spinning" while

screwdriving.

Ergonomic design of the reverse

direction switch.

Ratchet mechanism in the
handle

Magnetic bitholding screwdriver

The integrated ratchet with fine

toothing ensures fast and safe

working. The ratchet mechanism

is completely embedded in the

handle. Thanks to the small size of

the handle the ratchet can even be

used in constricted screwdriving

situations.

The bit mounting is suitable for

bits with 1/4" external hexagon

drive. The integrated strong

permanent magnet holds the bits

firmly.

Further versions in this product family:

inch mm mm

05051492001 1/4" 102 84
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